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S&J: Silversmithing & Jewellery

4
S&J: Silversmithing & Jewellery
SS: S&J Workshop

3
DL: Dye Lab
EW: Embroidery Workshop
KW: Knit Workshop

2
CD: Communication Design
DIS: Digital Imaging Suite
MFG: Mackintosh Furniture Gallery

1
CD: Communication Design
GSR1: General Seminar Room 1
GSR2: General Seminar Room 2
PS: Project Space

G
CAT: Centre for Advanced Textiles
MSL: Media Studio Library
MSWA: Media Studio Workstation Area
PSR1: Principal Seminar Room 1
PSR2: Principal Seminar Room 2
RGFC: Reid Ground Floor Corridor
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3D: 3D Print
LC: Laser Cutting
SB: Spray Booth
SE: Soldering & Electronics

SB
SMR: Screen Making & Reclamation